Biomedical Supplies

**STERICYCLE BOX/BAG UNIT**
FOR OVERPACKING
RED BUCKETS, AUTOCLAVE BAGS OR NEEDLE BOXES THAT REQUIRE DISPOSAL BY OFFSITE VENDOR.

**RED BUCKET**
FOR COLLECTING MEDICAL WASTE THAT REQUIRES AUTOCLAVING.

**NEEDLEBOXES**
FOR LAB BENCH TOPS

**SMALL & LARGE MEDICAL WASTE BOX/BAG UNIT**
FOR COLLECTING WASTE THAT GOES THROUGH NEW AUTOCLAVE SHREDDER PROGRAMS. *NOT SCIENCE HILL.*
(Self service in areas where the autoclave bins are located.)

**5 QUART NEEDLEBOX**
FOR WALL HANGING UNITS IN CLINIC AREA

**8 GALLON RED SQUARE CONTAINER**
FOR COLLECTING MEDICAL WASTE IN CLINIC ROOMS OR IN LABS IN BCMM 3RD AND 4TH FLOORS THAT REQUIRES AUTOCLAVING
Biomedical Waste Tags

ANATOMICAL/PATHOLOGICAL WASTE

Available in Stockrooms
Radioactive Waste Supplies

ONE (1) GALLON RAD WASTE SHARPS CONTAINER

THREE (3) GALLON RAD WASTE SHARPS CONTAINER

ONE (1) GALLON LIQUID RAD WASTE JUG (4 LITER)

FIVE (5) GALLON LIQUID RAD WASTE CARBOY (20 LITER)

RAD WASTE BOX/BAG UNIT ¼ SIZE FOR DRY WASTE COLLECTION, SMALL SIZE 9.5” X 9.5” X 25”

RAD WASTE BOX/BAG UNIT ½ SIZE FOR DRY WASTE COLLECTION, MEDIUM SIZE 19” X 9.5” X 25”
Radioactive Waste Supplies

11.3 GALLON STEEL DRUM
FOR RAD WASTE LSV COLLECTION
17" HIGH

11.3 GALLON STEEL DRUM
FOR RAD WASTE LSV COLLECTION
17" HIGH

RADWASTE BOX/BAG
FULL SIZE
FOR C-14 / H-3 DRY WASTE COLLECTION
19" X 19" X 25"

RADWASTE BOX/BAG
FULL SIZE
FOR C-14 / H-3 DRY WASTE COLLECTION
19" X 19" X 25"

THIRTY (30) GALLON STEEL DRUM
FOR RAD LSV COLLECTION
29" HIGH

THIRTY (30) GALLON STEEL DRUM
FOR RAD LSV COLLECTION
29" HIGH

RADIOACTIVE WASTE TAG
LOCATED IN STOCKROOMS

RADIOACTIVE WASTE TAG
LOCATED IN STOCKROOMS
CHEMICAL WASTE SUPPLIES

HAZARDOUS WASTE TAG
LOCATED IN STOCKROOMS

FIVE (5) GALLON CARBOY FOR SOLVENT WASTE
(20 LITER)

BLUE SECONDARY CONTAINMENT TRAY
FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE BOTTLES